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ABSTRACT

A new automated identification and retrieval system is pro-
posed that aims to provide entomologists, who manage in-
sect specimen images, with fast computer-based processing
and analyzing techniques. Several relevant image attributes
were designed, such as the so-called semantically-related
visual (SRV) attributes detected from the insect wings and
the co-occurrence patterns of the SRV attributes which are
uncovered from manually labeled training samples. A joint
probabilistic model is used as SRV attribute detector working
on image visual contents. The identification and retrieval of
moth species are conducted by comparing the similarity of
SRV attributes and their co-occurrence patterns. The proto-
type system used moth images while it can be generalized
to any insect species with wing structures. The system per-
formed with good stability and the accuracy reached 85%
for species identification and 71% for content-based image
retrieval on a entomology database.

Index Terms— Entomological image identification and
retrieval, semantically-related visual attribtues, attribute co-
occurrence pattern detection

1. INTRODUCTION
The vast number of digital insect images is a great challenge
for entomologists and taxonomists who routinely conduct
manual identification, archiving and retrieval of the specimen
images. Several computer-aided systems for insect identi-
fication have been developed and evaluated in the last two
decades, including the computer-based classification system
for orchard insects [1], species-specific pattern recognition
system on insect wings [2] and digital autimated identifica-
tion system (DAISY) [3]. The development of these systems
adopts many image processing and pattern recognition algo-
rithms, such as local binary pattern (LBP), principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), ar-
tificial neural networks (ANNs), and support vector machine
(SVM). Other efforts have been made using content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) techniques to find relevant images
for a query image based on visual similarity. The prototype
systems for retrieving insect images include the “Butterfly
Ecology” [4] and “But2Fly” [5].

The above systems provide a number of attractive func-
tions, however, drawbacks have been revealed in several as-
pects. First, most systems focus on analyzing low-level fea-

Fig. 1. (a), (c), (e), (g): the samples of the moth wings.
(b), (d), (f), (h): four types of semantically-related visual
attributes: eyespot, central white band, marginal cuticle and
snowflake mosaic.

tures such as color, texture and shape that essentially have no
semantic meaning. These features lose the effectiveness in de-
scribing images when they have complex visual and semantic
contents. Second, a majority of the systems work in a fully
automated way without any human intervention. However,
unsupervised systems often suffer failures due to the large
intra-species visual variation and the small inter-species vi-
sual differences. Third, most of the existing systems focus on
extracting more effective and efficient individual feature de-
scriptors from images, however, the co-occurrence property
among the features has drawn very limited or no attention.

Unlike other identification and retrieval systems, our pro-
posed system is based on the detection of semantically related
visual (SRV) attributes. The SRV attributes are defined as a
paticular pattern of elements on the moth wings as shown in
Figure 1. Compared to the low-level visual features, the SRV
attributes are a higher level of semantics. Some of the se-
mantic information contained in these SRV attributes is nam-
able such as “eyespot”, “band”, etc. While most of them do
not have a concise verbal description, they still show clear vi-
sual patterns that can be easily distinguished from other ran-
dom low-level features. Our system detects and learns SRV-
attributes in a semi-supervised way. A training image set is
proposed that contains human labled attributes. A probabilis-
tic model is built on the training set as the core of the SRV-
attribute detector and is used to infer attributes for other unla-
beled database images. The training set also provides hidden
co-occurrence information between SRV attributes. The co-
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Fig. 2. The proposed moth image identification and retrieval system framework.

occurrence patterns are detected as contextual constraints to
further improve the identification results.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH
Our automated identification and retrieval framework is de-
scribed in Figure 2. Our system detects the SRV attributes
in a semi-supervised way. Textual labels related to the SRV
attributes are given by human experts only to a small subset
of the database images. The labeded subset is used as the
training set to train a probabilistic model for building up the
inference relationship between image regions and the SRV at-
tributes. The model is further used as the attribute detector for
the majority of unlabeled images. The species identification
and retrieval are based on the detected SRV attributes. We
give the details about each parts in the following sections.
2.1. SRV Attribute Detector

Consider a subset of training patches Y = {yi, i = 1, 2, ...,m}
containing the manually labeled SRV attribtuesX = {xj , j =
1, 2, ..., n}. Let the visual feature descriptor of patch yi be
Fi = {fk, k = 1, 2, ..., d} in Rd with entries containing the
Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix [6] and Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform [7] features. The SRV attribute detector
is trained by using a generative approach based on proba-
bility theory. Suppose we have an unlabeled image patch ỹ
extracted by a hierarchical salient region detection approach
proposed in [8], the SRV attribute detector will assign an
attribute x to the patch based on its visual feature descriptor
F̃ . The best solution acquired from the probability theory
is to assign the attribute that has the largest posterior prob-
ability score p(x|F̃ ). In the training process, we model the
joint distribution of the patch attributes and the visual feature
descriptors p(x, F ). Based on Bayes’ therorem, we can get
an alternative way to derive p(x|F̃ ):

p(x|F̃ ) =
p(x, F̃ )

p(F̃ )
=

p(F̃ |x)p(x)∑n
j=1 p(F̃ |xj)p(xj)

(1)

As the sum in the denominator takes the same value for all the
attribute categories, it can be viewed as a normalization factor
over all the attributes. Equation (1) can be simplied into:

p(x|F̃ ) ∝ p(x, F̃ ) = p(F̃ |x)p(x) (2)

We further estimate the posterior probability by comput-
ing the attribute prior probabilities p(x) and the likeli-

hood p(F̃ |x) separately. The advantage of this genera-
tive model is that it can actually augment a small amount
of labeled data with a large amount of unlabeled data.

Algorithm 1: SRV attribute signature generation

Input: Input test image Ĩ .
Output: SRV attribute signature S.
Method:
1. Extract the salient regions Ỹ = {ỹi, i = 1, 2, ..., m̃} by [8] as the
candidate patches containing SRV attribtues.
2. for i = 1→ m̃ do
3. extract the visual feature descriptor F̃i for ỹi

4. for j = 1→ ñ do
5. estimate the likelihood p(F̃i|xj) by
• p(F̃i|xj) = 1

nj

∑nj

k=1
exp{−(F̃−Fk)T Σ−1(F̃−Fk)}√

2
njπ

nj |Σ|
nj is the number of patches in the training set that contains
the attribute xj , and the kernel is parametrized by Σ which
is the covariance matrix of the feature vectors in Yxj

6. estimate the prior probability p(xj) by

• p(xj) =
µδxj,m

+Nxj

µ+Nm

µ is the smoothing parameter estimated from the training
and validation. δxj ,m = 1 if xj occurs in ym and 0
otherwise. Nxj is the number of training patches that
contain xj and Nm is the total number of training patches.

7. p(xj |F̃i) = p(F̃i|xj)p(xj)
8. end for

9. end for
9. S = ( 1

m̃

∑m̃
k=1 p(x1|Fk), ..., 1

m̃

∑m̃
k=1 p(xj |Fk))

To estimate the likelihood, we assume that the feature vectors
of the labeled patches are generated from some underlying
multi-variate density function pF̃ (·|xj)

and we apply a non-
parametric kernel-based density estimate for the distribution
pF̃ . For each patch extracted from the test image, we have
a vector of posterior probabilities with each entry denoting
a SRV attribute. And for a test image that contains several
patches, we average the vectors of posterior probabilities to
get a final vector called SRV attribute signature for that im-
age. The signature is essentially a semantic description of
an image. The algorithm for generating the SRV attribute
signature is summarized in Algorithm 1.

2.2. Co-occurrence Pattern Detection

If a group of individual SRV attributes always occur together,
we argue that an underlying co-occurrence pattern may be
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composed of these attributes. We further argue that these co-
occurrence patterns can help improve the detection of individ-
ual SRV attributes as ground-truth meta-knowlege. If we rep-
resent the SRV attributes by the nodes in a network, and repre-
sent their co-occurrence correlations by the connecting edges,
the patterns can be determined as the densely connected clus-
ters of nodes in the network. We further address the problem
of co-occurrence pattern discovery by the hierarchical com-
munity structure detection algorithm proposed in [9].

Algorithm 2: Refinement of the SRV attribute detection

Input: The SRV attribute signature {Ṡ1, Ṡ2, ..., ṠN} of Image I and
the co-occurrence patterns discovered by the approach in [9].
Output: The refined SRV attribute signature of image I .
Method:
1. for i = 1→ N do

2. for j = 1→ N && j 6= i do
3. calculate the distance Dxi,xj

between attribtue xi
and xj by eq (3)
4. do the refinement iteration:

Ṡti = α
∑
j

Ṡt−1
j ·Dxi,xj + (1− α) · Ṡi (3)

until Ṡt
i converges at iteration T

5. return ṠT
i

The co-occurrence patterns are utilized for boosting the
performance of attribute detection by performing a random
walk process [10] over the patterns. We define the distance
between two attributes x1 and x2 as

Dx1,x2 =
2 × # of CP{x1, x2}

# of CP{x1} + # of CP{x2}
(4)

where # of CP{x is the number of co-occurrence patterns
that contain attribute x. Suppose we have N SRV attributes
in all and initially the probability of attribute xi detected in
Image I is Si given by the detector, in the t-iteration the prob-
ability is refined by Algorithm 2.

α in equation (4) is a weight parameter and we set it to
0.3 empirically. The above algorithm can strengthen the oc-
curring probabilities of the attributes in the same patterns and
weaken the isolated ones. The refinement iteration will stop
until it converges at a certain point. The controlling parameter
is determined by using the training and validation sets. The
iterations of random walk process [10] can further improve
the SRV attribute detection results.

2.3. Automated Identification and Retrieval

2.3.1. Automated Species Identification Scheme

For the automated identification process, we first derive the
SRV attribtue signature for each training image. The attribute
signature of a training image I is defined as S|I| with each
element s(xj) ∈ {0, 1} and s(xj) = 1 when image I has
patches labeled with attribute xj and = 0 otherwise. We fur-
ther divide the training images into species categories. The
attribute signatures of all the images in the same species cate-
gory are averaged for each entry. The value of each entry x is

in the interval [0, 1], we set the final cell value to 1 if x ≥ 0.1
and to 0 otherwise. We call the final vector for each species
category the prototype signature.

The test specimen is identified by comparing its signa-
ture with the prototype signature from each known species.
The distance between the signature and the prototype is cal-
culated based on the Euclidean distance. The specimen is
finally classified into the species with the closest distance. If
some known species have the same distance to the test image,
we keep all the species labels for that image, and let the image
retrieval system give the final decision after several retrieval
sessions on the image species.

2.3.2. SRV Attribute Signature Based Image Retrieval Scheme

In our system, we provide a browsing function in the user in-
terface, and the user is allowed to browse all the images in the
database and submit queries. Image similarity is compared
based on both the low-level visual features and the SRV at-
tribtue signatures. Each image is represented by a low-level
visual feature vector F and a high-level SRV attribute signa-
ture S, for a query image Q and a database image D, the dis-
tance between two the images is evaluated by the Euclidean
distance over the feature vectors and the Earth Mover’s dis-
tance [11] over the attribute signatures:

Dist(Q,D) = µDEuc(FQ, FD) + (1− µ)DEMD(SQ, SD) (5)

where µ is the adjusting parameter between the two distance
measure and is determined by the long-term cross-session
retrieval precision history. If the precision for a particular
Query is increased when more importance is put on the fea-
ture distance, then µ is adjusted to a larger value, otherwise
it becomes smaller. The Earth Mover’s distance [12] can be
viewed as a measure of the least amount of work needed to
transfer one signature into the other, a unit of work in the
process is evaluated by the ground distance.

3. EXPERIMENTS
We report the following experimental results: (i) performance
of moth species identification from attribute signatures; (ii)
performance of image retrieval with relevance feedback.

3.1. Image Source
To meet the need for practical moth species identification,
we used 4,530 specimen images in our experimental dataset
covering 50 species across 8 families: Apatelodidae, Hes-
periidae, Lasiocampidae, Mimallonidae, Notodontidae, Sat-
urniidae, Sphingidae and Thyrididae. The original images
were collected from northwestern Costa Rica provided with
permission by Dr. Dan Janzen http://janzen.sas.
upenn.edu/caterpillars/database.lasso. All
the patches were manually labeled with SRV attributes as the
ground-truth for evaluation.

3.2. Species Identification Results

For each species category, we use 10-fold cross validation to
evaluate the performance. The images in one species category
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Table 1. Accuracy vs. the number of attributes.
Accuracy range

Number of attributes Lower bound Upper bound
50 0.2518 0.4653
100 0.2768 0.4917
150 0.3269 0.5513
200 0.3483 0.5982
250 0.4163 0.6232
300 0.4625 0.8532
350 0.4451 0.8421
400 0.4312 0.8367
450 0.4215 0.7635

are randomly divided into 10 subsets. In each testing round,
one subset of the images is used for validation and the rest
are used for training. The training and validation processes
are repeated 10 times and the results are averaged to produce
the mean and standard deviation of the identification accu-
racy. We evaluate the automatic identification results of the
test images by comparing their SRV attribute signature with
the ground-truth labels.

We compared our SRV attribtue based identification
scheme with two other automated insect identification sys-
tems proposed in [13] that adopts a discriminative kernel on
color and shape features and [13] uses the texture features.
Figure 3 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of
the averaged identification accuracy of the three systems on
randomly selected 10 species computed by the 10-fold cross
validation. The number of manually labeled SRV attributes
in our experiment setting is 300. The range of the mean
accuracy of our system is between 0.4625 and 0.8532. Our
system outperforms the other two systems to a large extent in
the mean accuracy, and it has smaller values of the standard
deviations. We adjust the number of attributes and show the
corresponding accuracy range variations in Table 1. As we
can observe, the best accuracy occurs when the number of
attributes approximates 300. We set the number of attributes
to 300 for the rest of the experiments described below.

Fig. 3. The comparison of the identification results.

Table 2. The comparison of retrieval accuracies averaged
over all the species category in different iterations.

Mean Accuracy
Iteration Our approach CBIR approachin [14]
1 0.5258 0.4412
2 0.5712 0.4634
3 0.6459 0.5243
4 0.6835 0.5472
5 0.7133 0.5632

3.3. Image Retrieval Results

To test the effect of our SRV attribute based retrieval scheme,
we divide the entire dataset into a training subset containing a
randomly sampled 40% of the images and a test set contain-
ing the rest. We learn the image attribute signature for each
test image by using the probabilistic attribute detector model.
We simulate the retrieval process launched by human users
by generating automated queries using each of the database
images. The retrieved images are ranked according to their
degree of similarity to the query. For each query, we refine
the retrieval results by executing relevance feedback in five
iterations. Note that the ground-truth labels are used only for
the training and experimental evaluation purpose, they are not
assumed to preexist in the learning for test images and the re-
trieval process. Therefore, the proposed retrieval system is
able to deal with the “never-seen” database images.

We compared the results of our retrieval scheme with the
content-based image retrieval approach proposed in [14]. Ta-
ble 2 compares the mean accuracies across all the species in
five retrieval iterations. As we can observe, both approaches
have a retrieval accuracy increase when more iterations are
launched and more relevance feedback from the users are col-
lected. Our approach reaches the highest accuracy of 0.7133
at the fifth iteration which outperforms the other approach
greatly. The results demonstrate the excellent performance
of our system in finding similar moth images in a higher level
of semantics.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an automated moth image identi-
fication and retrieval system based on wing SRV attributes.
We proposed to learn the SRV attributes, which are assigned
by human experts, with a probabilistic model. The model is
based on the association between low-level features extracted
from the image patches and the high-level SRV attributes. We
designed image attribute signature to represent the semantic
image contents and the automatic identification is based on
the comparison between the prototype signature of the known
species with the signatures of the unknown specimen. Exper-
iments demonstrate our system provides good reliability.
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